Statement by the Collège des Doyens regarding medical education in Switzerland

1. The organization of medical studies has been a topic of discussion for several years in Switzerland.

2. This discussion has been put again in the front of the scene after a report of the Federal Council in 2011 in reaction to the so-called Motion Fehr. This report states that a yearly production of 1200-1300 medical doctors would be necessary to maintain the present medical coverage in our country, which is one of the best in the world, both in quality but also in quantity.

3. The five faculties of medicine in Switzerland have dramatically increased the numbers of master students and at the horizon 2019, it is anticipated that about 1100 new doctors will have their diploma each year (in 2009: 720).

4. The above mentioned shortage is highly variable across medical specialties, geographic regions, and hospital or private practice conditions:
   - Without any doubt, there will be not enough general practioners (or family medicine doctors), a situation that will not be changed by just increasing the number of Master students; situations across other specialties may vary considerably but for sure, some specialties are in a plethora situation;
   - As a matter of fact, the french-speaking part of Switzerland produces more doctors than the german-speaking part (32% of the doctors for 25% of the population), which also explains why the main immigration of doctors in Switzerland originates from Germany (report of the Federal Council in 2011). Likewise, the distribution between rural and urban regions is likely to remain uneven if specific measures are not taken at the political level;
   - The often-mentioned shortage of doctors in hospitals could be easily compensated by a one-year prolongation of the duration of the time spent by doctors in hospitals during their postgraduate education.

5. The medical studies in Switzerland are organized as a continuum from the first to the sixth year, and the reforms that were introduced 10-20 years ago aimed at introducing the concepts of clinical medicine, including clinical humanities and clinical skills as early as possible in the curriculum, i.e. in the Bachelor program. Moreover, the whole program (Bachelor-Master) requires official accreditation.

6. The many recent initiatives to increase the number of master programs (Fribourg, USI, St-Gall) are welcome if they really result in an increase of medical doctors; a coordination with the five faculties of medicine will be absolutely necessary to ascertain this because the transfer of bachelor students from these five universities to other master programs is not obvious.

7. The decision of the ETHZ to establish a bachelor program in medicine will result in more medical doctors in the german-speaking part of Switzerland (which is desirable) only if agreements are reached with the institutions that provide master programs and if the financial aspects are clarified.

8. The EPFL and the french-speaking faculties of medicine have reached an agreement to integrate a certain number (approximately 30-40 per year) of students with an EPFL bachelor in

---

1 Density of physicians (total number per 1000 population): Austria 4.8; Russia 4.3; Switzerland 4.1; Italy 4.1; Sweden 3.9; Australia 3.8; Spain 3.8; Germany 3.7; Denmark 3.5; France 3.3; Netherland 3.0; Belgium 2.9; UK 2.8; USA 2.4; Canada 2.1.
their Master programs (20-30 in Lausanne and no more than 10 in Geneva), after a one-year bridge to put them at the necessary level to integrate the first-year Master program (a total of 7 years of medixal studies). In Geneva, the aim is to produce a new category of doctors, namely « ingenieur-doctors » who might become more and more necessary in the next decades (these students will continue optional technological studies at EPFL during their Master in medicine). In parallel, a project between EPFL and the University of Geneva will develop simulation programs, especially for the education of family medicine specialists.

9. The Collège des Doyens welcomes all initiatives that tend to increase the variety of MDs that are educated in Switzerland, as far as the educational objectives are fulfilled.

10. The Collège des Doyens has no strong feelings in favor of the so-called Anglo-Saxon “medical school” model that is at considerable variance with the Swiss model of medical education. The medical school model was put forward in the recently publicized Loprieno report, without convincing evidence of its advantages.

The Collège des doyens consists of the Deans of the Faculties of medicine of the Universities of Basle, Bern, Geneva, Lausanne and Zurich.
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